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Mad Dog 357 Silver Cheese Sticks

Fried cheese? It’s near the top of the foodie list for most people. If you’re one of them, you’ll flip for

how easy this recipe is.

Read more →
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The Hottest Chicken Bacon Grilled Cheese Ever

Is there anything better than a grilled cheese sandwich stuffed with bacon, chicken, and the intense

heat of your favorite Mad Dog super hot sauce?

Read more →
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Silver Red Beans and Rice

This winter warmer for six is the perfect way to celebrate National Bean Day on January 6th – or any

day of the year. Not only is it wonderfully filling and economical, but it’s also got a bite from heaven

(or hell, depending on how you want to look at it). That, of course, is thanks to our Mad Dog 357

Silver Collector’s Edition Hot Sauce.

Read more →
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Chili Cheesy Hot Dog Hash Brown Bake

There was a massive sale on; that’s why you have so damn many hot dogs in the fridge, right? Well,

whatever the reason, we’ve got one of the most awesome recipes in the world to help you get

through them. We’ve combined the best of chili cheese dogs and fries into a casserole and added the

serious sting of our Mad Dog 357 Silver Collector’s Edition Hot Sauce to the mix. Fire and flavor, not

to mention simplicity, we’ve wrapped it all into one.

Read more →
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